Light-dependent dynamics of gap junctions between horizontal cells in the retina of the crucian carp.
The dynamics of gap junctions between outer horizontal cells or their axon terminals in the retina of the crucian carp were investigated during light and dark adaptation by use of ultrathin-section and freeze-fracture electron microscopy. Light adaptation was induced by red light, while dark adaptation took place under ambient dark conditions. The two principal findings were: (1) The density of connexons within an observed gap junction is high in dark-adapted retina, and low in light-adapted retina. This, respectively, may reflect the coupled and uncoupled state of the gap junction. (2) The size of individual gap junctions is larger in light- than in dark-adapted retinae. Whereas the overall area occupied by gap junctions is reduced with dark adaptation, the percentage of small and very small gap junctions increases dramatically. A lateral shift of connexons in the gap junctional membrane is strongly suggested by these reversible processes of densification and dispersion. Two additional possibilities of gap junction modulation are discussed: (1) the de novo formation of very small gap junctions outside the large ones in the first few minutes of dark adaptation, and (2) the rearrangement of a portion of the very large gap junctions. The idea that the cytoskeleton is involved in such modulatory processes is corroborated by thin-section observations.